As part of our comprehensive safety program, you may see our lifeguards and other emergency personnel participating in emergency drills involving mannequins and live participants.

MUST BE 48" TO RIDE

Bada Bing, Bada Bang, Bada Boom!

Tornado

The Falls: Jurahnimo, Cannonball & Wahini

POOL CLOSES FOR 15 MINUTES EACH HOUR FOR SAFETY/REST BREAK

NON-SWIMMERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT.

UNDER 54" UNLESS ACCOMPANIED BY A CHILD

Discovery Bay

The Four Winds: Boreas, Eurus, Zephyrus & Nortus

The Blue Lagoon

The Four Winds: Boreas, Eurus, Zephyrus & Nortus
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MUST BE 48" TO RIDE

The Big Bambu and Reef Runner

42" HEIGHT REQUIREMENT

Big Wave Racer

Taak It Eez Ee Creek

NON-SWIMMERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT

Island Beer

Hurricane BBQ

Disco Coke Cart

Caribbean Cove Grill

Tikis Bar

Rita’s

Macho Nacho Express

Cabana Brothers

Boat Bar & Grill

Caribbean Cove Dippin’ Dots

Island Beer

Blue Lagoon Dippin’ Dots

DINING

Aqua Shoes

Macho Nacho Express

Island Traders

Island Beer

Blue Lagoon Café

Six Flags Funnel Cake

Island Traders

Dancing Dots

Macho Nacho Express

Island Beer

The Big Bambu and Reef Runner
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Tired of carrying wet money in your swimsuit? Use PLAY MONEY to stash your cash onto a waterproof, bar-coded wristband or your Season Pass. PLAY MONEY can be used at almost every venue in the Water Park. Use it to pay for food, drinks, merchandise or rental items. PLAY MONEY is valid all season and unused balances are fully refundable. This popular, innovative way of making purchases in the Park is safe and secure, and there is no need to keep track of your wallet or purse. Stop by Guest Relations or Island Traders gift shop for more information.
**GUEST SERVICES:**

**Animals:** With exception of service animals, pets are not permitted in any of our parks.

**Announcements & Paging:** Personal pages cannot be broadcast. Messages may be left at Guest Relations for separated parties.

**ATM:** Located outside the Main Gate.

**Cameras:** Taking photos while riding is not permitted.

**Casts:** For your safety and the safety of those around you, casts are not permitted on water attractions. Casts are allowed in the Taak It Eeze Creek and the Blue Lagoon.

**Changing Rooms, Showers, Restrooms:** Located in Island Village. Please shower before entering swimming areas.

**Filming:** For the safety of our guests, filming is not allowed on any rides. Filming, regardless of device, secured or unsecured, is prohibited on all rides and attractions. Tripods and selfie sticks are not permitted in the park.

**First Aid & Medical Services:** Located between Discovery Bay and Blue Lagoon. The FLASH™ PASS: Hurricane Harbor’s attraction reservation system holds your place in line electronically so you can spend more time having fun and less time waiting in line for our most popular attractions. Additional fee required.

**Guest Relations & Information:** Located at the Main Gate. Stop by to have your Season Pass processed, receive hotel information and have general questions answered.

**Guests with Disabilities:** Stop by Guest Relations for ride accessibility information.

**Life Jackets:** Available nearby each water attraction. We recommend that all guests under 48” and weak swimmers wear a life jacket. Life jackets must be US Coast Guard approved.

**Locker Rentals:** For your convenience, lockers are located throughout the park. Six Flags is not responsible for lost or stolen articles. Lockers will be cleared at the end of each night. Additional fee required.

**Lost Parents:** Establish a meeting place before you enter the park. Instruct children to ask any Six Flags staff member to direct them to Guest Relations if you become separated.

**Park Re-Entry:** To exit & return on the same day, please get your hand stamped before you exit. Re-enter through the Re-Entry gate. For parking, purchase your parking receipt at the parking lot toll plaza. Same day parking also valid for theme park.

**Season Pass:** Stop by Guest Relations today and upgrade your one-day ticket into a Season Pass and enjoy the park all season long!

**Shuttles:** Express service to the theme park and the pick-up/drop-off location. Located outside the entrance.

**Tubes:** Free at each ride requiring a tube. Courtesy tubes must remain at that attraction.

**Tubing Rental:** Optional) Use at all tube attractions except the Big Bambu, Big Wave Racer, Tornado, Reef Runner and King Cobra. Eliminates waiting to pick up courtesy tube at each attraction. (Additional fee and refundable deposit required.)

**Weather:** For your safety, during inclement weather (hard rain, lightning, etc.) attractions may close. Attractions will re-open as soon as weather conditions permit. The inclement weather policy is posted at Guest Relations and available online at sixflags.com.

**PARK SAFETY:**

To ensure a fun, safe, family environment, please adhere to our Park Policies. Those who “break the rules” will be escorted from the park without a refund.

We appreciate your cooperation.

- Hurricane Harbor is a smoke-free facility.
- Smoking, including electronic or e-cigarettes, is only permitted in designated smoking areas.
- Line jumping, unruly behavior and profanity will not be tolerated.
- Please do not sit or stand on fences or railings.
- For your safety, diving and running are not permitted. Inflatables, swimmies and pool toys are not permitted.
- All guests are required to pass through metal detection and bag inspection prior to park entry.

**Diapered Guests:** For health and sanitary reasons, diapered guests must wear protective swim diapers (available at Island Traders) before entering any water attraction. Infants may only be changed on changing stations, not on lounge chairs or tables. Sick or recently sick children should refrain from entering water attractions.

**Dress Code:** Proper clothing is required for a family-friendly environment. Thong swimsuits and swim wear with buttons, zippers, rivets or snaps on the back or sides are not permitted. Jeans, cut-off shorts, shorts or clothing with profane or offensive words will not be permitted. Footwear is suggested to protect your feet from hot pavement.

**Hygiene:** Please shower before entering swimming locations. Good hygiene is important for safe, clean water. Showers are located in the Island Village.

**Food & Beverages:** May not be brought into the park.

**Ride Requirements:** All height, weight and health restrictions are identified at each ride entrance. Please note posted rider requirements prior to entering the ride.

**Shoes/Aqua Socks/T-Shirts:** Are not permitted on body slides and other select attractions.

A complete listing of park rules are available at Guest Relations and sixflags.com.
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